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On an Tz-manifold X, let n be a dynamical system that has an asymp- 
totically stable periodic orbit I: (In our usage, i‘ is asymptotically stable 
iff inside any neighborhood FV of r, there is an open invariant set V con- 
taining r such that, for any other neighborhood Z of r, there is a time 
T < GO with the property that ?T( b’ x [T, CO)) C Z.) 
Our principal result is that if U is any neighborhood of r in X, and m& 
is any dynamical system on X resulting from a. “sufficiently small” perturba- 
tion of n, then rLd has a periodic orbit contained in zi. This is a partial 
extension to dynamical systems of a classical result concerning autonomous 
differential equations of the form k = f(~, .u) whose first variation satisfies 
certain conditions [2, p. 3521. 
In the classical case, the periodic solution of the perturbed system is 
also asymptotically orbitally stable. We include an example of a dynamical 
system on E3 with a single asymptotically stable (in the sense of the definirion 
above) orbit. Small perturbations of this system are constructed whose 
resulting periodic orbit is not even stable, much less asymptotically stable. 
A dynamical system on a topological space X is a continuous mapping 
‘ir: X x R -+ X (R = real number line) such that z(“Y, 0) = x k’,z E X and 
“(S, t1 + tz) = T+T(x, t& t3) vx E x and t1 , tz E R. In this paper we will 
write ~(x, t) as ZH, and use ArrB to denote n(a y\ B), ip C X, B CR. We 
will use without reference certain elementary properties of dynamical 
systems. The reader will find in either [I, 4, or 61 a good introduction to 
dynamical systems. The set of all dynamical systems on X with the compact- 
open topology, we term D(X). 
THEOKEM 1. If r, a periodic trajectory of nO , a dynamical system on an 
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n-manifold X, is asymptotically stable, then ‘for any neighborhood IJ of r, 
there is an open set P in D(X) containing rO such that every dynamical system 
in P ha a periodic traj’ectory in U whose fundamental period is bounded aboae 
by a constant depending only on T,, . 
PYOO~. Suppose in each neighborhood P of rrO in D(X), and for each 
A < +CO, there is a dynamical system in P having no periodic orbit in u 
with fundamental period <A. Then a net {rri: iE E, a> of dynamical 
systems may be found in D(X) such that (r$} -+ r,, . The net (TJ will be 
chosen to have the property that if Ni is either E the least fundamental 
period of any periodic orbit of z-~ in U, or = + cg if zi has no periodic 
orbit in U; then the net {Ni: i E E, >} approaches + co as a limit. 
Since X is an R-manifold, we may choose a closed n-ball B with center p, 
where p E Y. Lemmas l-11 develop, for any particular i > C, C EE, a 
continuous map H: Br,K + B such that for x E BriK, H(x) = xrit(x); 
0 < t(x) < (N + 2)T/2. The constants K and (N + 2)T/2 are positive and 
depend only on z,, . Finally, we define F: B -+ B by F(x) = XT&), where 
s(x) z t(x) + K. It is further a consequence of the lemmas that for each 
x E B, we may assume that xrJ0, s(x)] C U. The function F maps B con- 
tinuously into B and accordingly, there is a point 3’ E B such that y = F(y), 
ory = yr,s(y). 
We have shown that the point y in B is on a periodic orbit whose funda- 
mental period is <((N + 2)7’/2) + K. Finally this orbit is equal to 
YTP>s(Y)I, h h w ic is in U. We have therefore reached a contradiction to 
our assumption that the theorem is false. B 
We proceed to list some concepts which we shall use in proving the 
necessary lemmas. 
(1) Under the assumption that X is locally compact (valid in the case 
of X = n-manifold) it is true that a net (7~@,) in D(X) converges to 7r if and 
only if for each pair of nets (3~~) -+ x, and (tb) -+ t, it is true that xer&, -+ xrrt 
in X (see [4, p. 1491). 
(2) A local section S of extent E > 0 under the dynamical system r 
is a subset of X such that 7~: S X’ (- , ) E E -+ SV(---E, E) is a homeomorphism. 
If in addition A C int(Sr(--6, 6)) f or each 6 > 0, we say that S generates 
neighborhoods for A. Local sections are discussed in [l] and [4]. 
(3) Given a net of sets (Ai} in a topological space X, lim inf Ai we 
define to be all limits of nets {a,> such that a, E Ai. We define lim sup Ai 
to be all limits of subnets of points ai E Ai . If lim sup A, = lim inf Ai , then 
we define lim sup Ai E lim Ai . We will describe this as Bi -+ ,4 z lim x4< . 
(4) THEOREM A (McCann, see [5]). Let ?r, be a net, with directed set D 
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contuiniwg 0, of dylzakcal systems on a Tychmov space X such that r:i -+- r. . 
If S is a compact local section of extent a > Ofor each xi, then there me subsets 
SiofX,anda~~Dandan~>Osuchthatfori>~andfori=O, 
(1) SC&. 
(2) Si is a local section of extent E z&h respect to ri . 
(3) St generates neighborhoods for S with respect to 7ri . 
(4) sg-+ so. 
(McCann [5] has proved the special case of our result for X = the plane 
by using Theorem A and the Poincare-Bendixson theorem.) 
(5) If p is a nonrest point of a dynamical system 7~,, and (7~~) is any net 
in D(X) converging to rTTo , there is an E > 0 such that eventually p is a local 
section for ri of extent E. 
LEnma 1. Let X be locally compact and (ri: i E E, a> be a ?ret of dynamical 
systems OE X conaeq+.g in D(A’) to r, . Then if I;=’ C X, C C R1 are compact, 
aad W is any open set about K~,,C, eventually Krr$ C W. 
Proof. Suppose that, for some open set IV about Krr&, KrriC is not 
eventually in fK Then there is a subnet (vj: j EF, a> of {ni: i E E, 2) such 
that a net {(pj, t,):jEF, >} + (p, t) is in K x C, and pjvitj 6 W for j E F. 
(This net can be assumed to converge because K x C is compact.) But 
prr,t E r/V, so eventually ppjtj must be in W because {Tj> + r0 . 1 
In the lemmas that follow, we assume that X is an n-manifold, and that 
{ni: i E E, 21 is a net in D(X) converging to n,, . We also assume that a 
point p E X is a local section of extent a > 0 for each system rri and for rr, . 
LEnmIA 2. There are for i > rl E E compact local sections Si of extent 
E > 0 wtder rTTi such that Si + S,, and S, is a compact local section of extent 
E > 0 zmdeer TT” which generates neighborhoods for p under v0 . 
Proof. Evidentally this lemma is a consequence of Theorem A, with 
scp. 1 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the conclusion of Lemma 2 holds. Then for any 8, 
0 < 6 < F, there is a closed n-ball % with center p sucl~ that eventually 
B C Sisri(--6, 8). 
Proof. Let V be an open set about p, with B C S,V~(---~, S), v compact. 
With Ti = S, n V, we note that Ti is a compact local section of extent E 
under rrTi and that Ti -+ To z S,, n r. Moreover, p is interior to T,,r,,(---S, 8) 
so there is a closed n-ball B with center p contained in TOrO(---6, 6). 
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The open set X\B contains Fr[+,,(--6, S)] and if aTi denotes the boundary 
of rri in Si , it follows that 
Fr[Tar,,(-S, S)] = (22’s) rO[-S, S] u To~o(--6) u T,T&S). 
(This is because S,,~T~(-E, c) is homeomorphic to S, x (--et E), and 
Fr[Ts x (--6, S)] = 2T, x [--6, S] u 2’s j( (--61 u T,, ?< {S>.) Similarly, 
Fr[Tirri(-S, S)] = (37’;) 7rJ-S, S] u Tiri(--6) u Tpi(S). 
Applying Lemma 1, we see that (aTi) ri[-S, S] u Tpi(-8) u Tp.;(S) 
is eventually in X\B, or equivalently, Fr[Z’,ri(-S, S)] C X\B. The connected 
set B must eventually lie in int[Tiri(-S, S)] or in X\int[T&--8, S)] because 
Fr[Tirri( -S, S)] separates X. If B were frequently in X\int[Tirz(-8, S)], 
then p E T,, could not be contained in lim{TJ, contrary to the fact that 
Ti -+ T,, . We conclude that eventually B C Tirc(-S, S) C S,ri(--6, S). 1 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that in addition, p is a periodic point under rO with 
period T > 86 > 0. Then the local section S,, may be assumed to have the addi- 
tionalproperty that no 1 S,, >; [-S, T/2 + S] and rO 1 SO x [T/2 - 6, T + 61 
are embeddings into X, for 0 < 6 < E. 
Proof. We verify the first assertion only. For some open set T+’ about p, 
if G, z S,, r\ ~~ then QT~ ) G, x [--6, T/2 + S] must be 1-1. Otherwise 
in S, a sequence (pR} + p may be chosen with the property that a sequence 
{tk} C C-S, T/2 + S] exists such thatp,,v,,t,, = pzk+l~ot,,+l and (& , t,,) # 
(P~~+~, b+,). The set C-s, T/2 + 61 is compact, so without loss of generality 
we assume that the sequence {tak} and {tak+r) converge to to and t, respec- 
tively. But p2kz-,,t,k = p2k+17r,,t2B+1 ; and p,,@,, - p@, , pel+lq,t2k.k, -+ 
p?r,t, . Therefore pz,,t,, = px-,,tl so to = t, because w,, 1 (p} x [-S, T/2 + S] 
is 1-1. 
Let N be so chosen that 1 t2h.+l - t,, [ < E fork > N. Note that,p,,rr,t,, = 
(PBk~OfBk) rib(O) = P2k,l 0 2k 0 rr t rr (tzk+l - t2J. It is easy to see that l$,r,,,t,, 
is itself a section of extent E. Thus if Sorrot,, is translated by amount 
(t,,,, - t,,) and intersects itself, then t2k+l - & = 0 (provided that 
1 t,,,, - t,, j < E). For k > N it is clear that p,, = p,,,, and t,, = &+r . 
Therefore some open set W about p provides a set Go = So n w with 
the desired property. If we defined Gi = Si n i@, then each Gi would be a 
compact local section of extent E > 0 under ri, the net {Gi} would converge 
to Go and this system of local sections would have the properties cited in 
Lemma 3. We avoid changing notation and assume that 
r,, I So x l--6, 572 + 61 and m. I So x [T/2 - 6, T -1 S] 
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are l-l. Since the domains are compact, we actually infer that they are 
embeddings into X. 1 
LEMMA 5. If the hypotheses of Lemma 2 and of Lemma 4 are met, thn 
eaentually ri ( Si x [--6, T/2 + 81 and rri j S, x [T/2 - 5, T + S] are 
embeddings into X. 
Proof. Again, we verify the first assertion only. Since 
T,, [ So x [--6, T/2 + 61 
is an embedding, there is an open set U about S,, in X such that Iji7*s and 
U?T~~ are disjoint open sets whenever s, t E [A, T/2 + 81 and 1 s - t ] 2 S. 
For each a E [-8, T/2 + 61, there is an r, E E such that Sirria C Gr,a when 
i 3 P, . 
Suppose that there is no r E E such that T 3 r, for every a E r-8, T/2 + S]. 
Then a net (a,: i E E, a} may be chosen in I-8, T/2 + S] such that 
S,rr,a, Q &,,ai for each i E E. The net (a-;] must have a cluster point at 
a E [--6, T/2 -+ 81. If W is a neighborhood of S, such that ITC G, then 
S,rriai is frequently in Wn,,a because (a,> is frequently in any neighborhood 
of a and S,n,,a C Wr,a. But for ai very close to a, mnOa C CTr,ai . Therefore 
frequently S,n,a, C Wr,a C U77,ai . It follows that for some re E EI 
S,n,a C UzOa for a E I-S, T/2 + 61 and i 3 I’; . 
Let s, t E t-8, T/2 + 61, j s - t / 3 6, and i >, Y?. Then 
S.&s n si7rit c ulTos n u7rot = cp. 
But if 0 < 1 s - t j < 6, then Sinis n Sinit = $ because Sirr$ is itself a local 
section of extent 6. Therefore, for i > Ye, 7~~ / Si x i-8, T/2 + S] is l-l 
and hence an embedding since Si r: [A, T/2 + S] is compact. a 
In what follows, we also assume that the periodic trajectory of m0 containing 
p is asymptotically stable. We call this trajectory J’ and assume that it meets 
S, only in the point p. Since the region of positive attraction for r under g0 
is open and contains r, we may assume that the ball B is contained in this 
region of positive attraction. Finally, by .$B we mean the closed ball of 
radius = [ times the radius of B, with center p. 
LEMMA 6. For awy 6, 0 < 6 < E, there is a 5, 0 < E < 1 such that 
eventually: 
(a) [&JO, T] n SiriT C Sini(--6, 8) and [Bq,[O, T] n Si C B, 
(b) 2@&r,,[-S/2, T/2 + S/2] C S,n,(-6, T/2 + S), 
(c) 2@37r,,[T/2 - S/2, T + S/2] C &n<(T/2 - 6, T + S). 
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Proof. To verify (a), we note than limp,O(~B~O[O, 7’1 n S,CT~T} + 
r f~ SiniT -+ r n SOrOT = {p}. Therefore, for some 6 > 0, eventually 
@z~s[O, T] n Sirr,T C B, or using Lemma 3, 
The proof that @ir,[O, T] n Si C B . IS quite similar to the above proof. 
If, for no positive value of t, the inclusion in (b) eventually holds, we 
may choose a net ((pj , ?rj, tj): tj EF, a} such that {p,> -+p, (rj} + x,, and 
{tJ -+ to E [-S/2, T/2 + S/2]; and p.jrjtj $ Sp-j(--6, T/2 + 8). The hy- 
potheses of Lemma 3 are met by the local sections Sj.rrjtj ; they are compact 
local sections of extent 6 and they converge to &-,~ata , a local section which 
generates neighborhoods for prr&, under rs. Accordingly there is an open 
set V about pnat,-, such that T/C (Sjrjtj) 5rj(--8/2, 6/2) eventually. But, 
eventually, pjrjrj E V C Sjrrci(tj - 612, tj + S/2) C &qj(---8, T/2 + 6). There- 
fore there is a % > 0 such that eventually 
2,$Brr,,[--6/2, T/2 + 6/2] C S,z-~(--8, T/2 + 8). 
The proof of (c) is exactly like that of (b) so we assume that e also satisfies 
(c)* I 
LEMMA 7. For the 8 and f chosen previously, there is a positive constant K, 
such that fov an arbitrarily chosen positive constant J, eventually 
Proof. Since B is in the region of positive attraction for I’, there is a 
positive time K such that BT,-,t C tBr,,[O, T] for t 3 K. (This follows 
because &?~,,[O, T] is a neighborhood of r and therefore contains a positively 
invariant neighborhood of P. Then there is a time K such that BrrOK is 
contained in this positively invariant subset of tBr,-,[O, T].) Therefore, 
for any positive constant J, eventually Bmit C EBn-JO, T] for K < t < 
J+K I 
LEMMA 8. With 6, 6, and K chosen to satisfy the previous lemmas, there is an 
integer N such that eventually the components of Bz-,K n Sp,(---6, T/2 + 8) 
and of BT~K n S,rr,(T/2 - 6, T f 8) are fezuer than N in nwnber. 
Proof. We infer from Lemma 7 that BrriK C @rOIO, T]. If 
R = 5B7rQ(--812, T/2 + S/2) and S = tBr0(T/2 - S/2, T + S/2) 
then BrOK C R u S. The map f: B -+ R U S defined by f(x) = mr,,K is 
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continuous and therefore f-l(R) and f-r(s) are open subsets of B. But 
B is locally connected and compact, so the components of f-l(R) and of 
f-l(S) are open and a finite number of them cover B. We denote these 
components as & ,..., ,& . 
For 1 < j < IV, &riK -+ &m&C R or s. Therefore &riK is eventually 
in either 2@?7r,[--6/2, II’/2 + S/2] C Sirri(---6, T/2 + 6) or in 
2fBq,[T/2 - 612, T -/- 6121 C S&T/2 - 8, T + 6). 
Since each & is connected, then &,rr+K must eventually lie in a component of 
Brr,K n S,rr,(-8, T/2 + 8) or of Brr& n Sirri(T/2 - 6, T + 6). But 
so each component as mentioned above must meet one or more &‘s. 1 
We henceforth take the constant ] in Lemma 7 to be equal to (N + 2)T/2. 
LEMMS 9. For the lzet (7~~: i E E, a:> let c ,C E be alz element of E such 
that “i > c” could be substituted for L’eventually” in the statem&s of 
Lemmas 1-8 and the lemmas still would be true. For any jixed i > C, bet 
F-1 ). . . , s/,, denote the components of BriK n S,n&-8, T/2 + 6) OY of 
BniK n ,S&(T/2 - 6, T + 8). Then, regardless of how the V’s me ordered, 
we do not have a “cycle” of Vs. That is, it cannot happen that 
Pro?f= To keep notation simple, we only verify this for 4 - p +- 1 = 4. 
Note that 4 - p + 1 must be even. Make the definitions 
P = &r,.(-8, T/2 $- 6) and Q I sS&(T/2 - S, Tf 8). 
For definiteness, we assume that VD C P and we relabel V3 ~ Vp+l , V,, ) VG 
as Vl, IT2, V3, and V4 respectively. Let a E VI n If2 I b E V, n F3, 
c E Vs n V, , and d E V, n V, , such that there exist arcs 01, /3, y, W; 01 C ST2 
joins a to b, /3 C T/3 joins b to c, y C V, joins c to d, and w C VI joins d to a. 
We further assume that 01 n p, ,6 n y, y n w, and Q 19 01 are arcs containing 
b, c, d, and a respectively on their interiors. Note that 01 n y = 4 and 
/3 n w = 4. (Each of the sets V$ is a connected open subset of a Peano 
continuum and therefore arcwise connected.) Let E = 01 v y, F = ,6 in W; 
E and F are each the union of two disjoint arcs, and B U F is a simple closed 
curve. 
The inclusion map I: (E v F; E, F) -+ (P u Q; P, Q) induces the following 
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homomorphisms of exact Mayer-Vietoris sequences: (We use singular 
homology with integral coefficients.) 
Since H,(E) + H,(F) is the trivial module, a is injective and nonzero 
because H,(E uF) = 2. We claim that i, 0 ii is nontrivial. The homo- 
morphism 8 is actually obtained by completing this diagram [3, p. 301: 
H,(E uF) a HOP * F) 
1 
1, 
t 
a 1 
H,(E u F, E) -% H,(F, E n F). 
Thus the image of 8 in H&E n F) is contained in the image of i3,(H,(F,E n F)), 
where 8, is the relative boundary operator. The elements of a,(H,(F, E n F)) 
in H,(E n F) will be represented by points of E n F that bound singular 
l-chains in F. Since F = ,6 u w, two disjoint arcs, and En F = the com- 
ponents cx n ,/3, /3 n y, y n W, w fl a; the only singular l-chains in F that 
bound in En F are represented by subarcs of ,B (or of w) which have an 
endpoint in each of ,6 n a! and ,B n y (or in each of w n y and w n u). Thus 
in either case, the image a in H,(E n F) is represented by points of E n F 
which are in different components of P I-J Q. Therefore i, 0 a: H,(E u F) + 
H&P n Q) is nontrivial. 
A contradiction quickly follows, because i,oa = sol*, I(EuF)C 
Br,K C P u Q and BriK is contractible since it is homeomorphic to a 
closed n-ball. Thus the set I(E u F) is contractible in P U Q so I+ is the 
zero map. 1 
LEM~ 10. Assuming the hypotheses of Lemma 9, either some comporlent V, 
in Q has tJle property that V, n Sirri( T/2 - 8, T/2 + 8) = 4 or else some Vb 
in P Jzas tJze property tlzat Vb CI (Sirrf( T - 6, T + S) U Spi( -8, 8)) = 4. 
ProojI Otherwise, take F’l and suppose that it lies in P. Then there is a 
component V, in Q which meets VI in &x,(T - 6, T + 6) U Spi(--8, 8). 
Let V, be called Lrz . There is another V, , which we name b’a , in P that 
meets Vs in Si7ri(T/2 - 6, T/2 + S). It is clear that if the lemma is false, 
this process may be used to generate a chain 1’1, 17a , V3 ,..., Vpn, . As only 
m of these V’s are distinct, we have contradicted Lemma 9. 1 
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LEMMA 11. With. i > c fixed, there is a contimous map @. &r$ -3 B 
such that H(x) = x$(x), 0 < t(x) < Jfor each s. 
Proof. By Lemma 10, either some component v, of BnJC n ,O does not 
meet P in S,ni(T/2 - 6, T/2 + S), or else some component PTD of Brr& n P 
does not meet & in Sini(T - 6, T + 8) w Siri(-8, 6). Without loss of 
generality, we assume that the latter is true. Let lJ,, denote the union of all 
kTG’s in P which do not meet any I’, of Q in Sgr,(T - 6, T + 6) U &T,( - 6, 6). 
Inductively, let U,,, denote the union of all P-(<‘s in Q whose nonempty 
intersection with U,, is contained in Si7r,(Tj2 - S, TJ2 + 8). Similarly 
define U2k+.2 to be the union of all V,‘s in P whose nonempty intersection 
with U,,z,, is contained in Sirr,(T - 6, T -+ 6) w S,ni(--6, 6). These defini- 
tions we make for k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . There is some least positive integer 
= L < 1~ such that L’L + 4 and U,, = $. We claim that 3riK = utCl l?,, . 
For, if some component V of Bz+$ n P or of Br,K n Q were not in 
UE==, U, , then that component would be in an open and closed proper subset 
of BaiK, and this would contradict the connectedness of BrrlK. 
The idea now is to advance the chain (Ua , U, ,..., .U& around P u Q, 
keeping. each point on its ri trajectory, until the chain has been mapped 
into B. The only reason this presents complexity is that BniK may be 
“wound around” P U Q several times. 
Since rri 1 P -+ X is an embedding, the map U: P :: (-8, T/2 -t 8) defined 
by U(X) GE T/2 .- p, o n;’ (P) wherep,: Si x (-8, T/2 -f 8) -+ (-8, T/2 f 8) 
is the projection, is continuous. Similarly there is a map T: Q -+ (-8, T/2 + S) 
defined by I = T - p, o n;‘( *) k an r is continuous. An additional map d 
we shall need is p: Siri(---E, 6) + (-E, c) defined by p(~) -z -ps o nil(x). 
Using Lemma 6, we see that S,T~T n &$[O, T] C S;?r,(--6, S), so the 
restriction of p to SiniT n [fh,,[O, T] makes sense. 
We define a map H. Bn& + Si such that each point x E i?n,K is mapped 
by N to a point “further along” the ri trajectory through X. There really 
are four cases: (1) U,, C P andL is even; (2) Uc, C P and L is odd; (3) U, C$? 
and L is even; (4) U,, C 0 and L is odd. We construct H for case (1) and note 
that trivial modifications would yield the map H for case (2). If case (3j 
or (4) obtains, we may reduce these to cases (1) and (2) respectively by 
considering Bxi(K f T/2). 
Suppose that case (1) obtains. For x E U, , k even, let 
f-,(4 = $[m,(+) + T/2)1, 
and inductively, define 
J&) = p [m+s(~) f T/2 + jT C &$] ; j = 1,2 ,...) L/2. 
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The mapf,(x) is the time which the point x~~(u(x) + T/2) must be advanced 
to move it from &z,T into & . Recall that If&)! < 6. The map fi(x) is 
the time which the point XZ-i(~(~) + T/2 +ji(~) + T) must be advanced 
to move it from SiriT into Si . The remaining maps f& are defined similarly. 
Analogously, for Y E U, , k odd, let, gl(x) z p[z~&c)], and inductively, 
define gsj+i(X) = P[XZ-i(~(~) + jT -f- C&f-,gzk,,(x))]; j = 1,2, 3,..., L/2. The 
maps gl , g3 ,-., g,, act in the same manner as do f. , f2 ,..., fL . Recall that 
1 gti+r(x)/ < S for a11 x E&K, and j = 0, I, 2,..., (L - 2112; simiIarly 
Ifaj(X)l < 6 for all .1~ E BriK, and j = 0, 1,2 ,..., L/2. 
Next we set G1&) = U(X) + T/2 +fo(x) + Cfi;” (T + c&x)) if x E 77, , 
k even; G,(X) = T(X) -j- g,(a) -+ C~~~‘+r”’ (T + g&x)) if x E U, , k odd. 
It is easy to see that Gr and Gs are continuous because each is continuous 
on the open components of its respective domain. We will argue that 
G 1 IdomG,ndomG, = G 2 /domG,ndomG, and infer that Gr u Gs is continuous, 
since dom Gr and dom Gz are each open. 
We therefore consider x E dom Gr n dom G, . There are two cases: 
x E U, n U,,, and k is either even or odd. 
(a) k is even; then U, n U,, C Siri(T/2 - 6, Tj2 + S) and therefore 
u(x) + T/2 = T(X) b ecause each is the unique time = t, 0 < t < T/2 + S, 
by which x must be advanced to reach Spr<T. It follows that fa(x) = 
~[x~~(u(x) + T/2)] = p[~n~~(x)] _= gr(x). From a consideration of the 
definitions of f.zj and of gsj+r , one concludes similarly that $a(~) = gJx),..., 
fd4 = g~+44. Now 
G&c) = u(x) + (T/2) + ((L - 4/W + J,(x) + . . . + f~-a(x) 
and 
G2(x) = T(X) + ((L - k)/2)T + g&9 + ..* + guc+&); 
evidentally G,(x) = G,(X) for case (a). 
(b) k is odd and U, n U,,, C S&T - S, T + 8) n Spi( 4, 8). If 
x E U, n U,, , u(x) - T/2 = s is the time, -S < s < 6, which x must be 
advanced to meet Si . Also T(X) + gr(x) z t is the time, -2s < t < 2S, 
which x must be advanced to meet & . Since Si is a local section of extent 
2S, (because Si7rjT[4 is a section of extent T/4 + 6 > 38, so by translation 
S.ir,O is a section of extent 3s) we see that ~7~~s = XYTJ and that s = t. 
Thus we have U(X) - T/2 = T(X) + gl(x) so 
u(x) + T/2 = T(X) +g&) + T, 
or f&) E ~[xQ(o(x) + T/2)] = p[m&) + g&) + T)] = g3(4. It then 
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follows from a consideration of the inductive definitions, that fs(~) = 
g&),..., fL-P(4 = g,,,(x). 
G&v) = u(x) + T/2 + ((L - k - 1)/2)T + j;(x) -f- -.- -j- fL-k&j 
and 
Ge(x) = T(X) + &) + T + ((L - k - 1)/2)T + g3(xj + .-- f g,-,,,(x). 
Since, for K to be odd and k + 1 < L, 1 < K < L - 1, the map fL--k-l 
must be one of fO, fi ,..., fr-s and gLekf2 must be one of g, ,g, ,..., gL, . 
Therefore G,(X) = Go for case (b). 
We conclude that G, u G,: B?r,& ---f R1 is continuous so that N(x) = 
xxI((GI u G&Y) is continuous. 
We claim that H: BniK --f S+ . Fix x E U, , k even; then G,(x) = 
(u(x) + (T/2) + fo(x)) + (T + f2(x)) + ... i (T -+ fL-rz(x)). If we define 
y(l) = x~~(u(x) -+ T/2 + f*(z)), y(2) -= y(l) TJT +fi(x)), and inductively, 
y(j) = y(j - 1) v~(T +fsA~)) for j = 2, 3,..., (L + k)/2; one easily checks 
thaty(j) E S, , for .i = 1,2 ,..., (L - k)/2. But 
N-+9 -= .~cni[(+) + T/2 + f&w)) + (T t f&j) + ..- + (T + fL&))] 
= y(l) rr<[T +-f2(s)) + ... -+ T -~f~-~(x)j] = **. 
= y((L - k - 2)/2) vi( T + f&x)) = y((L - kj/Zj E Si . 
If x E Uk , k odd, then 
G(x) = (+, + g&$ + (2’ + g&j) + ... + (T + gL-m&x)). 
If we define ~(1) = x~~(T(.?c) + gI(x)) and inductively, 
by reasoning similar to the above, xrriG2(x) = u((L - R + 3112) therefore 
H: Bqk’ -+ S, . 
Finally, 0 < (GI u G,)(X) < ((L + Z)jZ)T, so H(x) for each x E Br,K, 
is a point obtained by advancing zc on its vi trajectory an amount between 
0 and ((L + 2)/2)T. From Lemma 7, with J = ((N + 2)/2)T >, ((L + 2)/2jT, 
we have (Br,K) Z-JO, J] C 5&,,[0, T]. But 
H(BniK) C (BqK) ri[O, J] C fBq,[O, T]. 
Therefore H(Br2K) C Si n [Br,,[O, T] C B, the last inclusion from Lemma 6, 
Part (4. I 
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EXAMPLE. Let rr be the dynamical system on B3 resulting from the 
integration of this vectorfield (we use cylindrical coordinates): 
This system has the unit circle in the plane 12 = 0 as an asymptotically 
stable periodic orbit. 
The perturbed systems are now constructed. For any 8, 0 < 6 < l/2, 
let S(S) = ((Y, 0, h) E E3: (Y - I>” + I9 :< 46’); S(S) is a solid torus which 
contains, for all 6, the unit circle in the plane h = 0. A vectorfield will be 
defined on cl(E3\S(S)) and on S(S) separately, in such a way that a continuous 
dynamical system on E3 results. Consider the vectorfield on cl(P\.S(S)): 
+ = 
t 
(I - a+)% if --oo < h < -26 or 2S < h ( 0, 
(( 1 - ~)s - (4S2 - 12’2)3fl)r if -2s < h < 26 and r < 1, 
((Y - 1)” + (46” - h2)3~~)? if--2S<la<2Sandr>l; 
k _ --(sgnum(h)) 12” 
i 
ifO<~<l-2Sor1+2S<r<co, 
(sgnum(h))(-12% +- (4P - (r - 1)“)‘) if 1 - 26 < y < 1 + 28; 
0 = 1. 
We note that this vectorfield has continuous first partials and hence is 
locally lipschitzian on cl(P\S(S)). Also, on the torus = B(S) which bounds 
S(S), we find that the vectorfield is ? = 0, h = 0, 6, = 1. 
To extend this vectorfield to S(S), it is convenient to change coordinates. 
Let C = {(r, 0, h) E E3: 8 = 0 and A” + (P - 1)” < 4S9; C is a circular 
disc of radius 26, with center on the unit circle in the plane 12 = 0; and 
C is perpendicular to that circle. With p as the radial variable and $, as the 
angular variable, let (p, #) be polar coordinates on C. The solid torus S(S) 
is now described as S(S) == {(p, +, 0): 0 < p < 2S, 0 < 4, 0 < 24. 
The vectorfield on S(S) is: 
I, = P(S - PX2S - Ph 
y5 = 42s - p)(p)/S2, 
e = I, 
where 01 is any irrational number. 
This vectorfield also has continuous first partials and hence is locally 
lipschitzian on S(S). The restriction of this vectorfield to B(S) is j = 0, 
$ = 0, 6 = 1. Therefore, the two vectorfields agree on B(S) and define 
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a continuous vectorfield on E3. Because dynamical systems are induced on 
S(S) and on cl(E3\,S(S)) and they agree on B(S), the vectorfield actually 
induces a dynamical system on E3. We call this system r(S). 
V(S) has the following properties. 
(a) The origin is an unstable rest point. 
(b) Thecircler = I,& =O is an unstable periodic orbit. 
(c) The restriction of a(S) to the torus 
A(S) == {(I., 67, h): (1. - 1)’ + h” = 621 
is an “irrational flow.” 
(d) A(S) is a stable attractor. 
(e) The restriction of ~(6) to B(S) yields a periodic flow of period 
2~ whose orbits are the longitudinal circles of the torus B(S). The unbounded 
component of E3\B(S) is attracted to B(S). 
(f) As 6 approaches zero, the flow ~$5) converges to n in the space 
of mappings from E4 to E3 with the fine Co topology. Thus Z-(S) clearly 
converges to rr in the compact-open topology as 6 approaches zero. 
(g) For no positive value of 6 does n(S) have a stable or asymptotically 
stable periodic orbit. 
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